This paper discusses the problem of searching very large text databases. It is shown that conventional techniques for searching current databases cannot be scaled up to larger ones, and that it is necessary to build hardware to search the database in parallel if reasonable search times are expected. The part of the search process requiring the highest bandwidth is scanning the database to detect instances of search terms. Methods of doing this in hardware that have been mentioned in the literature are examined, and design criteria for term matchers are discussed. A new design that uses a nondeterministic finite state automaton to control matching, is introduced, its operation is explained, and the practicality of using it in a real system is discussed.
Introduction
Several large scale online text retrieval systems are now available, both systems that store document abstracts (Medline [1] , Orbit [2] , and Dialog [3] to name a few), and those that store the full text of their documents (notably Lexis [4] , and Westlaw and Juris [5] ). Two factors have contributed to limiting the growth of such systems, both in terms of the amount of data that can be stored online, and in terms of the size of the user community that can afford to use them. These factors are the processing capacity of the computers on which the systems run, and the cost of storing large amounts of data --both the per-bit costs of disk drives and the indirect cost of the space to put them. Disk technology is advancing rapidly; current drives have over 30 times the capacity and cost less than half as much as those of ten years ago. Databases in the 30-100 billion character size range are now economically feasible. New advances such as monolithic read-write heads and 'Winchester' (sealed surface) technology promise to continue this trend for the forseeable future.
Mainframe technology has not kept pace --most of the speedup in recent computers has been in execution of floating-point operations. Systems whose query response times are only just tolerable to begin with cannot be expanded to take advantage of the increased database size allowed by larger, cheaper disks unless methods are found to speed up the search process.
Much effort has been directed toward developing hardware to speed searching of formatted databases. In particular, machines to support the relational model (RARES [61, RAP [71, and CASSM [81) , and variants of this model (i.e. sets of value-attribute tuples, for example DBC [9] ) have been proposed. Prototypes of RAP and CASSM have been built. Unfortunately, text (journal articles, legal decisions, books, etc.) cannot usually be formatted into the fixed size fields normally required by such database management systems. Thus, these hardware designs are not directly applicable for use as fast text searchers.
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Strategies for speeding up the search of text databases are either to increase the speed at which characters in the database can be processed, or to narrow down the area to be searched to a small fraction of the database. The second strategy usually involves using an index that contains pointers to occurrences of search terms in the data. Index-processing hardware has been relatively well studied (Stellhom [10] , Hollaar [ll] , Hurley [121, and Milner [131) .
It is tempting to place the entire processing burden on the index processor by inverting to the word level. Here, no text searching at all is necessary. While it initially appears to be a viable solution, word-level inversion has severe drawbacks. One is the complexity of the postings (pointers to term occurrences). The index processors proposed in the literature are only designed to perform simple AND, OR, and NOT operations between postings lists, and this is not adequate to handle common query operations such as proximity (A within five words of B) and context qualification (A and B in the same sentence). Another problem is the large amount of space required for storing a fully inverted index. Space estimates for storing the index range from 50% to 300% of the space needed to store the text itself (Bird et al, [14] ). Full inversion is therefore impractical in a system of the size being discussed.
Similarly, searching the entire database for each query has been proposed as a search strategy [14] . This strategy forces the searcher to do much more work than a system using partial inversion (i.e. to the track level) to narrow the area to be searched. Tables 1, 2, and 3 show estimates of how much extra work full searching involves. Respectively, they show expected maximum values of the number of queries being searched for at any time, the number of those queries being searched for on any given track, and the number of tracks to be searched on any given cylinder. These were calculated using binomial distributions under the following simplifying assumptions:
1. The text is stored on 3330-type disks. Seek and rotation times used are appropriate to this type of disk.
2. The calculations assume that it is possible to search as many tracks as necessary on a cylinder simultaneously, and that all disk drives are searched simultaneously in parallel.
3. The probability that a given query will access a given track on a disk is uniformly pa (which implies that all queries access a uniform percentage pa of the tracks).
4. The query interarrival time tq is uniform.
5. The table entries correspond to values of each parameter which will not be exceeded more than 5% of the time.
For example, consider column 4 in the tables, for tq----1.6 sec. (corresponding to a system with 200 users each generating a query every five minutes). For a non-indexed system (pa=l), average response time is the time necessary to search all cylinders, but for an indexed system with pa---.001 (a reasonable value) the query can be searched for in less than tq. The nonindexed system will be looking for 9 queries on each track whereas the-system with pa=.001 will almost never have to look for more than one. This means that the indexed system can be designed to search for only a fraction as many terms at a substantial cost savings. Finally, the nonindexed system must search all tracks of each cylinder. The indexed system with pa=.001 will rarely have to search more than one track per cylinder. Under our assumption that we are searching each cylinder in one rotation, the nonindexed system requires at least 19 times the searcher bandwidth of the indexed system. If we were to allow only one track to be searched at a time, nonindexed system response time would be over 4 minutes and the queries per track would exceed 150. Neither of these would change for the indexed system, since it is extremely unlikely that more than one track per cylinder will require searching. For all reasonable values of pa, a partially inverted system offers a considerable improvement in response time and hardware complexity.
Thus, a general-purpose large text database system might consist of a conventional computer to handle communication with users and to translate queries, with an index residing in secondary storage and a special processor to perform index searches, and with text residing in secondary storage with special hardware to search it.
Text Searchers
Before discussing the design of a text searcher, its function should be more clearly defined. The searcher (Figure 1 ) can be thought of as a black box accepting questions (search commands) consisting of an encoded query (search expression) and the address of a region to be searched. It responds with pointers to occurrences of the search expression in the region. The searcher accepts many such commands, processing them concurrently. It does not necessarily provide answers in the order the questions were issued, but rather responds in an order that attempts to optimize some performance variable such as throughput or response time.
The search system thus has the job of scheduling the order in which regions are to be searched, and of carrying out the searches. Searching itself can be broken down into two processes: scanning the database region being searched for instances of search terms and formatting codes (term matching), and doing the bookkeeping necessary to detect instances of the query's search expression (query resolution). The remainder of this paper will deal with the design of the term comparator, or marcher. 
Term Matching
Several approaches to building term-matching hardware have been suggested in the literature. Cheng [15] proposed two parallel matcher designs using associative match cells (character comparators) to match strings held in memory at extremely high speeds. It was intended primarily to speed execution of SNOBOL pattern matches and has several drawbacks that make it impractical for use in searching databases. First, it was designed to search short (less than 100 character) strings --terms spanning string boundaries require special processing. Second, to operate at full speed (about 5 ns. per character), the data from 200 disk tracks must simultaneously and continuously be transferred into the searcher's memory. The necessary cabling and channel hardware to do this would be prohibitively costly. Third, an inordinate number of comparators is needed: full speed operation requires a MxN array of comparators, where M is the string length (about 100 characters) and N is the total number of characters in the term(s) to be matched.
Other associative matchers for searching serial data streams have been proposed by SteUhorn [161, Bird [171, Foster and Kung [18] , and Mules and Warter [19] . These matchers accept data at typical disk rates (200 -1000 ns. per character), thus one matcher is required per track being searched at any one time. The first three of these matchers share similar drawbacks: they are not very flexible in the types of matching they can perform (usually only exact match or fixed-length don't care). They can't handle embedded variable-length don't cares (EVLDC's ~ patterns with a specified prefix and su~x and an unspecified middle), and they are limited as to both the number and length of terms they can handle. Stellhorn's matcher, for example, uses a fixed NxM array of cells, where N is the maximum term length allowed and M is the maximum number of terms allowed. The average term length in most queries is 8.5 characters; allowing a reasonable maximum term length of 16 characters results in many cells being unused.
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Figure 1 -Hardware Text Searcher
Mules and Warter's matcher is a very clever design --it is capable of detecting several types of errors in the data (insertions, deletions, and transpositions) and matching terms in spite of them. It has a flexible bit-by-bit don't care masking scheme. This matcher was designed for searching a small, noninverted database. It is debatable how useful the error-detection feature is with an inverted database; the index processor will only point the text searcher to areas known to contain correct spellings. Also, this searcher is designed to handle a small number of terms (16) of limited length (16 characters). It is not clear that it could economically be scaled up to handle the larger number of terms per query (50-100) possible in more sophisticated systems with a thesaurus or phrase dictionary.
Copeland [20] and Mukhopadhyay [21] independently proposed matchers based upon networks of match cells. Copeland's matcher was used in a relational database environment, and matched only one term per pass over the data. Mukhopadhyay described a more complex design with both character match cells and other cells that handle functions such as character counting and boolean operations. Presumably a reconfigurable interconnection network would be required. This was not discussed in [211, and since such networks are difficult to implement in LSI, a large matcher of this type would probably not be practical for direct scanning of data coming off the disk.
Bird ([221,[231) proposed a searcher based on a finite state automaton (FSA). All terms to be searched for are collected, and a state table is built. This matcher (Figure 2 ) is designed to search the entire disk sequentially; all queries arriving during a search are batched and processed concurrently during the next pass. This requires that the matcher be able to handle a large number of terms. A conventional FSA state table, with one row per state (character in a term) and one column per possible input character code, would require a prohibitive amount of memory for its storage. Recognizing that the table is very sparse, Bird devised a method of storing it in much less memory, using one type of state (sequential) for states having one transition leading out of them, and another type (index) for the 10% of states with more than one. The FSA marcher has less memory wasted due to term-length variations, and since only one comparator is required, it can be fairly sophisticated in the types of don't cares it will allow. Also, no complex interconnection network is required. It therefore represents an improvement over the previously discussed designs. However, the Bird FSA has a few shortcomings of its own. Because only one processor interprets the state table, extra transitions must be included to assure proper recovery after finding part of a term and then encountering a mismatch. Also, a separate (although smaller) FSA is required to handle VLDC's (without this every state in the main FSA would have to be an index state to handle recovery after mismatch). Sequential and index states require different amounts of time to process. The FSA matcher described in [22] requires a FIFO input buffer to synchronize the FSA with the disk, and also requires memory access times in the 100 nsec. range. Finally, the state table memory is stored in either 85 or 39 bit words (depending upon which version --the 6-bit or the nibble processor --is being discussed). This wide data path would complicate an LSI implementation. The NFSA Marcher
The preceding discussion gives us several criteria to be met by a well-designed term marcher for large text databases:
1. It should be located in the secondary storage device to minimize channel bandwidth requirements. Matchers should not require large, dedicated buffer memories.
2. To minimize cost in large systems requiring many searchers, the design should lend itself to LSI implementation. Factors such as data path width, use of memory vs. logic, and partitioning into small, identical building blocks should be considered.
3. It should be easy to configure the basic design to work efficiently in systems with a wide variety of requirements (i.e. different indexing schemes and query loads). The design should scale up well as the load it is to be configured to handle increases.
4. It should straightforwardly implement complex matching operations such as matching classes of characters, handling VLDC's, and recognizing document formatting codes.
5. Matching should take the same time for each input character regardless of the string being matched (i.e. all matcher cycles should be of equal length).
These criteria need no explanation save for the last. Requiring constant cycle time eliminates the need for an input FIFO and in effect allows the slowest logic and memory possible to be used for a given character arrival rate. Slower logic and memories usually are cheaper and require less power.
A matcher can be designed meeting all the above criteria using a nondeterministic finite state automaton (N~A) rather than an V'SA. An NFSA can be described An example of a state table for a NFSA is shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3a shows a list of terms to be matched. The special character # signals that any punctuation (word separator) can appear in that position, * denotes that any single character can appear, a allows any alphanumeric character, and ? signals that any string of alphanumeric characters can appear. Figure 3b shows a nondeterministic state table generated directly from the term list. Each transition is labeled with the character that must be found for the transition to be taken. Mismatches cause transitions to be taken to an idle state. These are not shown for clarity. Also, transitions not leading into or out of numbered states are presumed to lead from or to idle states.
The last transition for each term is labeled 'x/z' where xE {X} is the last character in the term, and zE{Z} is the output produced that signals that the term has been found. The value of this output identifies which term has been found.
Transitions leading into the first state of each term have twocharacter labels; for #SCHISM# the first transition is labeled #s. This means that the first state is entered only after both characters are matched in sequence. This slight departure from the above definition reduces both the number of states and the frequency of transitions into start states.
Note the first state of #A?ISM#, that matches terms like 'atheism', 'antiterrorism', etc. This type of state is called a loop state. The arc labeled a means that the NFSA will stay in state 1 until it is forced out by a term separator character. When an I is matched, a transition is taken both to the next state and the loop state. This is done because the first I in the term may not be the start of ISM (i.e. the first 'i' in 'antiterrorism'). Figure 3c shows the table condensed to eliminate multiple occurrences of term prefixes. For example, after recognizing #BE, a fork transition is taken to states 15 and 17; one tine recognizes instances of 'best' and another those of 'bent'. To simplify design of an NFSA term matcher, we will limit the maximum number of transitions out of fork states and loop states to three.
The advantage of using an NFSA for term detection follows from its ability to occupy several states at once; several potential search paths can simultaneously be followed with no need to back up in case of a mismatch along one of the paths. In a practical marcher, the number of states that can be simultaneously occupied must be limited to some small number, as each requires a separate state variable and logic to effect state transitions. Simulations discussed later show that this number is small for practical-size state tables. Table   the CM's, and reports instances of terms and the disk address at which they are found to the query resolver. A diagram of an individual character matcher (CM) is shown in Figure 5 , and the format of the CM'S startup and state table words appears in Figure  6 .
This design is novel in that it is not necessary to dynamically allocate processors (CM'S) to follow currently active search paths.
Instead, the state table is partitioned into groups of compatible states that can reside in a single CM's memory. Although compatibility will be more rigorously defined later, what it essentially means is that the NFSA cannot be in two compatible states at once. This allows states to be assigned to CM's such that all states executed by a single CM are compatible. Figure 7 shows such a partitioning for the state table of Figure 3c . The CM's are thus scheduled at the time the tables are built, eliminating the necessity of including logic to allocate them dynamically. 
CM Operation
Each CM contains three RAM's: a startup table (ST), a transition table (Tr), and a fork table (Fl'). The logic necessary to load these has been omitted from Figure 5 for clarity. The CM also contains the following registers:
C --Holds the most recent character in the string to be searched.
A --holds the current state (TT and FT addresses).
T --Contains the type of the character now in C.
F --Buffer holding the startup state when the CM is being forked to by a neighbor. FR,FL --Holds fork table word contents, which is the start state for right and left neighbor CM's when they are being forked to.
H --Buffer for holding the terminal state and CM number when signaling that a term has been found.
The CM also contains a character comparator (CC), a type comparator (TC, used to control startup), a next-state address multiplexor (N), and contains logic to control gating data among the registers.
The state at address 0 in the TT is the idle state. Whenever a mismatch occurs and TTI=0 for the current state, a transition is automatically taken to the idle state. The CM remains in this state until a startup transition occurs.
Startup.
A CM can be started in one of two ways: either by being forked to by a neighboring CM, or by recognizing a startup character using the ST. To fork to a CM, one of its neighbors gates the start state into F (the state assignment prevents forking to an active CM). An example is the transition between states 14 and 15 in Figure 7 . Fx=l causes the multiplexor N to select Fn. The fork address is gated into A, and the corresponding state word is fetched. The CM is ready now to match the next input character.
A matcher can also start itself in response to reception of a startup sequence. The contents of C is used as an address in the ST, and the corresponding word's contents is fetched. If the TC detects a type match (STp & T ;~ 0), S is asserted, causing N to select the startup state field STn and gate it into A. The CM then starts as described above. The previous character type restrictions allow terms to be started within words, only at word boundaries, or anywhere. Only one startup transition is allowed for each character code; usually these define transitions out of the idle state. It must be remembered, however, that the state assignment is what assures that the ¢M is in the idle state before a startup transition is taken. 
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In fact, startup transitions can occur when the CM is in any state. For example, a startup transition forces exit from an EVLDC loop state at the end of a term.
CM State Transitions.
When a state is entered by gating its address into A, the contents of the corresponding word in the TT is fetched. At the start of the next cycle, the character code field in the TT word (TTc) is compared with either the input character in C or the current character type in STt, based upon the value of TTt. If the character or type matches, first (if the 'hit' bit TTh=I), H (which contains the present state address) is output to the Match Controller. Then, the next state (in TTn) is gated into A and H. If there was a mismatch, and if TTI=0, A is cleared to force a transition to the idle state.
Forking. A CM can start either or both of its neighbors by forking to them. Since most state assignments require only 10% as many fork states as normal states, they are allocated 1/8 of the state-table address space; whether or not a state is a fork state is determined by its address.
Fork states have normal transition sequences which work exactly as described above. Forking is done in parallel with normal transitions. If the CM'S state is a fork state, the contents of the addressed FT word is gated into FR and FL. When the next character matches successfully, the F-registers for which the associated FT startup bits (FRx, FLx) are set are gated to start the neighboring CM(s). Forking is done in the following situations:
1. Transferring contol --If a term is being matched in a CM and one of its states is incompatible with another in the CM's memory, control must be transferred to another CM to match the incompatible state. To do this, the last compatible character is made a fork state, and (if reached) a fork is made to a neighboring CM. 2r'Fn in this case contains a transition to the idle state. Figure 7) . The CM proceeds to look for one alternative, and the neighbor(s) look for the other(s).
3. EVLDC's Q After matching the prefix, a state is entered which will loop to itself and which will fork to another CM each time the first character in the suffix is encountered (i.e. state 1 in Figure 7) . The CM stays in the loop state even after the fork is done. This insures that if the suffLx match fails, the CM will still be looking for a correct instance of the suffix. Since EVLDC's are restricted to occurring within a word, the ST must contain a transition to send the CM to the idle state on the first nonalphanumeric character.
State Assignment
Before the database can be searched, the list of terms to be searched for must be converted into a nondeterministic state table (transition graph) and assigned to CM's. This can be done by the host computer, which then can send the tables to the text search system for loading into the CM's.
The problem of assigning states to CM's is closely related to the problem of state minimization in incompletely specified sequential machines (Unger, [25] ). Although the notion of compatibility differs in the two problems, the process of mapping states into CM'S is similar to that of combining compatible states into a reduced state assignment. While this should cause encouragement and point to a method of performing state assignment for the NFSA, in reality it does not. Standard state minimization techniques are computationally expensive; they involve testing all combinations of compatible states in order to find a set of maximal compatibles and then choosing a group of these that covers all states, each compatible becoming a state in the minimized assignment. However, these techniques require O(2 n) operations for an n-state table. It is therefore impractical to compute state assignments in this manner when large state tables are involved.
Because of this the state assignment problem has been divided into two subproblems. First, using modifications of assignment techniques from automata theory and sample lists of randomly / L'IVl 2 Table   chosen terms, optimal (or nearly optimal) assignments of states to CM's have been computed. This establishes bounds on the number of CM's and the amount of memory needed in each CM to match tables of a given size. Second, faster heuristic assignment algorithms are being developed and tested against these bounds to evaluate their performance.
State assignment consists of five phases:
1. Converting the list of terms into a nonreduced state table.
2. Deleting common prefixes and building forks.
3. Partitioning the table into groups of compatible states.
4. Assigning the states to the CM'S in which they will. reside.
Building the startup tables and hit table.
A sample list of terms was shown in Figure 3a . In the nonreduced state table, each character in each term is assigned a state (Figure 3b) . Two transitions are said to be disjoint if they cannot be taken after matching the same character. For example, transitions labeled E and F are disjoint; E and * are not; E and # are disjoint (E is not a punctuation character), and # and * are not. With the exception of EVLDC loop states and idle states, each state has only one transition leading into it, and all transitions leading out of a state have the same label.
Starting transitions (which are stored in the ST and turn on a CM after receipt of the first character of a term) are assigned a previous character type (PC'T), that restricts on what boundaries a term is allowed to start. Terminal states of terms that are not prefixes of other terms have a transition (taken upon matching the last character) to the idle state.
After the nonreduced state table is built, it is examined to detect terms with common prefixes. These are combined under the restriction of having only one transition and two forks out of any state. This compatibility information is then used to generate the state assignment --either to generate the maximal compatibles of the optimal assignment or to check whether a state can be assigned to a particular CM in a heuristic algorithm.
A computer program to compute maximal compatibles and choose optimal covers from them has been written and tested for small tables. Extensive modification of the techniques presented in [25] has been necessary to allow the assignment to be done in a reasonable amount of time. Figure 8 shows the results of running this program on lists of terms chosen at random from the index of the Brown Corpus. It can be seen that the number of CM'S required to match a list of terms grows quite slowly with the size of the list.
A Case Study
To demonstrate how a NFSA searcher might be configured for a practical application, we will refer to the estimated requirements for the CIA's SAFE system ( [22] , [23] ). Briefly, [22] estimates the query interarrival time as 4 sec,, and the average number of terms per query as 23. These 23 terms will contain a total of around 165 characters. The Bird FSA searcher described in these references requires roughly 800K bits of state table memory.
If an NFSA searcher is used without indexing (pa=l), Table 2 shows that four queries will have to be searched for on each track, and clearly all 19 tracks will have to be connected to searchers.
Four queries of 23 terms each would dictate a marcher with 8 CM's, each containing around 80 states (Figure 8 ). Each CM would contain a 768 bit ST (64x12) and about 1440 bits of "VI" and FI" memory (80x18), Thus the 8 ¢M's in each matcher would require a total of 17664 bits, and all 19 matchers would require 335616 bits. The NFSA matcher for a noninverted system therefore requires less than half the memory of a Bird FSA of equal capacity and has a response time nineteen times better.
If an index is used with pa =.001 (admittedly impractical for the constantly changing database used by SAFE), the NFSA searcher can be designed to search only one query per track. This would allow a matcher with four CM's each with 42 states. The ST size is unchanged, but the TT and FT now only require 42x18=756 bits. The marcher requires only 1524 bits, and since Table 3 shows that only one marcher per drive is required, this is the total system memory requirement (although one might want to increase it to accommodate larger than normal queries). Response time, derived from Table I , is less than the interarrival time of four seconds.
Summary and Conclusions
Very large text retrieval systems could prove very useful in many areas such as law, medicine, science, and engineering. The main obstacle to building such systems is the inability of conventional search techniques to deliver satisfactory response times. To get fast response times, the database must be searched in parallel, and to do this cost-effectively requires special purpose hardware.
The major components of a large-scale text-retrieval system are the host computer, the index processor, and the text searcher. This paper focused on two areas involved in the design of a practical searcher. First, the magnitude of the problem was examined. It was demonstrated how the amount of work the searcher has to do (and therefore the size and cost of the searcher) varies with factors such as index system efficiency and system load. Second, a new type of searcher using a nondeterministic finite state automaton was introduced, which is capable of being configured for use in applications with widely varying index efficiencies and system loads.
It appears that the NFSA matcher can be built economically using current LSI technology. All of the matcher's building blocks have low pin counts, and the CM contains only a few registers and gates; the rest is memory. This is precisely the type of structure best suited to LSI implementation. Such a design seems promising as an economical solution to the problem of performing parallel searches on very large text databases.
